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Introduction
An engineer can spend decades developing the most innovative piece of technology to
change modern medicine, but if a physician cannot use that piece of technology, then the
innovation will be lost in the history books. There have been several recent advances in cardiac
computational tools that have allowed for personalized medical solutions that cardiologists alone
cannot provide (Trayanova et al., 2012). Unfortunately, many of these new computational tools
are not being used in routine clinical cardiology due to hindrances that make it difficult to integrate
new technology into hospitals. For instance, there are several software, hardware, and
implementation barriers ranging from poor hospital infrastructure to the sheer cost of
computational resources needed (Lee et al., 2014). Cardiologists also must show a reasonable
demand for the technology and actively go out of their way to request for the adoption of new
technology. In addition, hospitals have been known to face organizational distress and gridlock
when adopting new technology (Coye & Kell, 2006).
Computational tools such as biomechanical simulations allow cardiologists to predict the
outcome of heart surgery without ever making a single incision in the patient, leading to better
patient health (Lee et al., 2014). To integrate clinical cardiology and the use of computational tools
that improve healthcare, there must be overall integration guidelines for engineers, cardiologists,
and hospital administrators. Thus, this thesis uses sociotechnical frameworks such as Actor
Network Theory (ANT) and technological momentum to answer the following research question:
how can cardiologists and engineers increase the use of computational tools in routine clinical
cardiology to aid in the diagnoses and treatments of cardiovascular diseases? ANT provides insight
into what actors are present and affected by new computational tools in cardiology. Technological
momentum helps analyze what societal factors determine the success of computational tools and
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how computational tools affect doctors, patients, and hospitals. The thesis provides a detailed list
of guidelines that will aid the integration of computational tools in routine clinical cardiology.

Methods
To design clinical integration guidelines for engineers working on cardiac computational
tools, documentary research methods and network analysis were used. Documentary research
methods were used to analyze several journal articles to identify the state-of-the-art computational
tools in clinical cardiology, obstacles present when using cardiac computational tools in the clinic,
and factors that inhibit physicians and hospitals from adopting new technology in general. Analysis
of these areas led to a comprehensive understanding of what clinical cardiac computational tools
are in development and in use.
Two main sociotechnical frameworks were used throughout the thesis: ANT and
technological momentum. ANT suggests there are actors are human and non-human entities that
are part of a complex network where each actor has unspecified relations with another. ANT helps
understand how actors interact with each other inside complex networks (Cressman, 2009).
Technological momentum is described as the process where society’s development shapes
technology and technology itself shapes society’s development simultaneously. Technological
momentum is a combination of social and technological determinism; thus, the theory argues that
both social and technological determinism affect how society interacts with technology (T. P.
Hughes, 1994).
ANT was employed to determine the key actors present in the development and use of the
cardiac computation tools. Experts in research and development (R&D) of computational tools,
experienced cardiologists, and hospital administration authored the journal articles analyzed.
Next, network analysis was used to understand how hospital hierarchy functions when new
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technology is adopted. The analysis provided insight into how financial and organizational factors
determine whether a hospital accepts new technology into their pipelines. ANT was used to dissect
the complex hospital financial and organizational network. Consequently, technological
momentum was used to determine how the complex hospital network affects how engineers
develop their tools. The opposite social dynamic was also analyzed to see how tools engineers
developed affect the social construction of the hospital network.
Lastly, to obtain a deeper understanding of how hospitals integrate computational
technology, a case study analysis on how a new computer information system (CIS) was
implemented into a hospital network was analyzed. The case study by Lapointe and Rivard
provided detailed information about how physicians reacted to the new CIS. In the case study,
ANT was used to analyze the actors in the network created by the new CIS. In addition,
technological momentum was employed to understand how the new computer information system
influenced physician behavior and vice versa. The results from the study provided insight into
what physicians like and do not like about new software integration. The results can be
extrapolated to cardiology-specific technology implementation.
The information retrieved from documentary research and network analysis was then used
to frame integration guidelines that engineers, cardiologists, and hospital administration can use
when developing computational tools for routine clinical cardiology.

Results
Current Advances in Computational Tools
Computational tools in cardiology include artificial intelligence, biophysical and
mechanistic computational models of the heart, cardiac drug kinetic models, and computer assisted
decision-making tools, and computer-assisted therapy (Cuocolo et al., 2019; MEHTA et al., 1994;
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Niederer et al., 2019; Trayanova et al., 2012). The goal of computational tools in cardiology is to
combine physiological and physical principles to understand what is happening during
pathophysiological states of the heart (Niederer et al., 2019). Artificial intelligence can be used for
predictive analysis and risk assessment of various disease conditions, automatic image
segmentation of cardiac images, analysis of electrocardiograms, and genomics analysis (Cuocolo
et al., 2019). A computer-aided decision support system can analyze vast amounts of patterns and
make detailed accurate diagnoses which can aid physicians (Cahan & Cimino, 2017). Advances in
medical imaging and catheter measurements have allowed engineers to build computational
models of the heart that allow researchers and physicians to understand what happens to the heart
during various disease states and interventions. For instance, cardiac resynchronization therapy is
a treatment for patients with dyssynchronous ventricular contractions, which is a disease state that
often leads to heart failure. Unfortunately, 30% of patients who get pacing therapy do not respond
well to it (Thomas et al., 2019). An electromechanical computational model of the heart can be
used to determine what are the precise locations for the cardiologist to pace the heart for each
patient. The result is a much better treatment success rate and alleviated pressure on the
cardiologist to choose the right spot to pace (Sermesant et al., 2009).
In cardiac surgery, finite element models of the heart, detailed computational models of the
geometric and mechanical properties of the heart, are used to simulate different types of surgery.
For instance, in mitral valve surgery, where the mitral valve of the heart is repaired, the
interventions a surgeon might introduce to the mitral valve can be simulated. The results of the
surgery can be predicted without ever making a single incision in the patient (Lee et al., 2014).
Using ANT, we can determine one of the main networks in play: the R&D network. The
R&D network is important because it contains the actors that create novel advancements in cardiac
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computational tools; thus, these actors have the power to shape their computational tools in a way
that they can integrate seamlessly into routine clinical cardiology. The key actors are engineers,
scientists, cardiologists, and the computational tools themselves. Since the thesis is focused on the
high-level integration of computational tools in the clinic, the intricate details of the computational
tools will be black boxed to avoid convoluted analysis of what is “under the hood” of the tools
such as algorithm structure. ANT suggests integration guidelines developed must be targeted
toward the actors present in the R&D network.
Integration Issues
Although cardiac computational tools seem great in theory and experimental trials, there
are several barriers to integrate these tools successfully into clinical cardiology for routine use. In
general, hospitals have a difficult time integrating new technology into their workflows. From the
physician’s standpoint, two of the main obstacles are physician preferences and reactive posture
(Coye & Kell, 2006). The physician must prefer the new technology for it to be adopted. In
cardiology, the cardiologist must know about the new technology and actively show a patient
and/or community need for it. It is difficult for cardiologists to be on top of the new R&D, since
their main job is patient facing, and not the backend like the actors in the R&D network. Physician
preference relates to reactive posture, which is that for a hospital to adopt a new technology a
physician must request it, or other hospitals must request it for a planning process to start. Coye
and Kell emphasized that adopting the new technology often leads to organizational distress and
gridlock.
Physician reactive posture is an example of a microcosm of technological momentum.
Physician preferences greatly affect the actions of a hospital that in turn determine the success of
a computational tool. A cardiologist with no preference for a computational tool will result in the
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computational tool not being used clinically. In the opposite direction, a computational tool with
innovative and useful features will lead to greater physician preference if the physician knows
about the existence of the computational tool.
In a study about computational tools in cardiac surgery, Lee et al. 2014 discusses three
technical challenges of integrating surgery simulation tools in the clinic: software, hardware, and
implementation issues. In terms of software issues, the finite element simulations are
computationally expensive and take a long time to run. For time sensitive surgeries, it is difficult
to get timely results from the model. In terms of hardware issues, it is difficult to run these complex
simulations on hospital desktop computers due to poor infrastructure. In terms of implementation
issues, the author mentions that cost effectiveness is a key factor for hospitals. The computational
tools are costly, and the hospital also must pay to train and educate the cardiologists on the new
tools (Lee et al., 2014).
Hospital Network’s Effect on Engineering Development
We already defined above the R&D network. The other important network is the hospital.
A hospital is a complex network where several parts affect the integration of clinical cardiac tools.
As the number of novel advancements in R&D increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for
hospitals to evaluate and accept new technology since much of the technology is disruptive.
Disruptive technologies effectively change the status quo workflow and business models in a
hospital (Coye & Kell, 2006). The change can be positive or negative.
First, let us understand the organizational structure of a hospital and use ANT to dissect
the network and its actors. The main actors, from the top to bottom in hierarchical order, are board
members, executives, department administrators, patient care managers, and service providers
(Hospital Organizational Structure, n.d.). The board members at the top of the structure often will
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not deal with niche technology such as computational tools in cardiac care; thus, they are black
boxed. The hospital executives manage financial and business-related decisions. These people
have large input on whether a new computational tool can be accepted due to financial reasons.
The department administrators and patient care managers oversee daily activities in departments
and direct patient care (Hospital Organizational Structure, n.d.). In cardiology, these actors
include chief of surgery and cardiology. The two groups play a vital role in determining the
effectiveness of and need for new computational tools. Lastly, the service provider actors include
doctors, nurses, and other essential hospital workers (Hospital Organizational Structure, n.d.). The
actors of interest here are the doctors and nurses since they will interact with the computational
tools the most daily.
The executives have financial considerations for hospitals such as the pay-to-performance
ratio and the input of stakeholders (Coye & Kell, 2006). Ultimately, a hospital is still a business.
The lack of capital is often a barrier in hospitals adopting new technology. Executives need costeffectiveness analysis on new technology to ensure that there is a good reason for healthcare
spending on the new technology (Coye & Kell, 2006; Lee et al., 2014).
Hospitals currently use a capital-budget to purchase new hardware and software (Haas et
al., 2018). Computational tools in cardiology include several hardware advancements, but are
largely focused on perpetually updated software (MEHTA et al., 1994; Niederer et al., 2019).
Perpetual software is constantly updated based on empirical and theoretical data as it comes in real
time. Haas et al. argues that capital-budget allocation for perpetual software is outdated because
hospitals have to pay a large upfront fee for software that must be updated frequently (Haas et al.,
2018). Cardiac computational tools often must be constantly updated to perform the best. Haas
proposes using a subscription payment system to buy perpetual software. This not only saves
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money for the hospital, but it also improves the quality of computational tools since a hospital can
stop the subscription service if the computational tool is not performing up to standards (Haas et
al., 2018). Under the capital-budget allocation system, if a computational tool does not keep
performing well, the hospital must take its losses since everything is paid up front. Technological
momentum in this case highlights how a hospital network and computational tool performance
determine the financial successes of each other. Social determinism is key here because consistent
purchases from hospitals encourage constant innovation of computational tools.
There is currently a lack of financial backing for new, clinical computational tools. Federal
funding for private hospitals to purchase new clinical technology will also release the burden upon
executives to shift budget allocation from existing therapy technology to new and unproven
therapy technology (Coye & Kell, 2006). Thus, the government is also introduced as an actor into
the hospital network. A greater financial backing for new and upcoming cardiac computational
tools encourages executives to take chances on new cardiac computational tools. There is currently
a lack of effort to support healthcare leaders to introduce new clinical technology (Coye & Kell,
2006).
Accepting New Technology Case Study
A study by Lapointe and Rivard was published in 2006 analyzing how well a CIS was
implemented in a hospital. The authors focused on understanding how physicians accepted or
resisted the implementation of the new CIS. Lapointe and Rivard defined resistors that vary with
levels of resistance over the course of product implementation. Using ANT, we can define resistors
as physicians, nurses, and implementors. The study defines implementors as people who led the
implementation of the new CIS, which included head of physicians, head of nurses, hospital CEOs,
and project managers. Physicians, nurses, and implementors each played a critical role in
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determining the success of the CIS. Three cases were analyzed where CIS was implemented in a
community hospital and two university hospitals. Two of the three cases had such high levels of
resistance, that the CIS had to repealed (Lapointe & Rivard, 2006).
In the community hospital, physicians valued their relationship with nurses (Lapointe &
Rivard, 2006). Network analysis suggests that there is a hierarchy between the nurses and
physicians. The physicians have authority over the nurses and can tell them what tests and
procedures must be done for patients. Originally, physicians directed nurses by giving them
directions orally; however, the new CIS required physicians to document all their actions and
requests in the CIS. For instance, nurses would refuse to give a patient an IV if the physician did
not put it in the system. The CIS required physicians to spend up to 1.5–2 hours a day managing
patient records (Lapointe & Rivard, 2006). Thus, in this case, the physicians refused to use the CIS
and provided a high level of resistance. Originally, the hospital CEO kept forcing the CIS onto the
physicians, but the CEO was eventually threatened by the high level of resistance since physicians
at one point refused to see patients. Consequently, the system was pulled from the hospital network
(Lapointe & Rivard, 2006).
In one of the university hospital cases, similar conflicts between nurses and physicians
arose. Physicians found it arduous to enter prescriptions into the CIS and felt like they were doing
nurses’ work. When physicians asked nurses to place prescriptions in the CIS, the nurses refused
to (Lapointe & Rivard, 2006). Due to the lack of clear-cut responsibility guidelines when using
the CIS, the implementors tried mitigating the situation with temporary fixes. None of the
temporary fixes worked leading to the dismissal of the CIS from the university hospital (Lapointe
& Rivard, 2006).
In the case where the CIS succeeded, resistance levels increased from resistors temporarily,
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but ultimately declined as the implementation process continued. When the physicians
encountered problems for a pharmacy module in the CIS, they sent letters to the hospital
management, the implementors, asking for necessary changes. The hospital management
responded promptly and withdrew the pharmacy module until requested improvements were made.
The CIS fared well at this university hospital. Physician-nurse conflict was not identified in this
case (Lapointe & Rivard, 2006).
In the case study, the technological determinism portion of technological momentum is
evident. The nature of the CIS changed the social interactions within the hospital network. When
the CIS caused resistance, it resulted in escalating conflicts between physicians, nurses, and
hospital administration. These negative social interactions often led to poor patient outcomes,
especially when physicians refused to see patients in the small hospital case. The social
determinism portion of technological momentum is also evident. In one of the university hospitals,
the physician interactions with the pharmacy modules identified holes in the CIS leading to
improvements within the pharmacy module of the CIS. First, technology determined physician
reactions to the pharmacy module. Then, society, the hospital network, determined what changes
needed to be made to the CIS. This back-and-forth was repeated creating a feedback cycle, which
led to the success of the CIS in the hospital.

Discussion
Documentary research methods and network analysis suggest that engineers and scientists
developing cardiac computational tools for routine clinical cardiology need clear-cut development
guidelines for their computational tools to succeed in clinical cardiology. In addition, hospitals
must adapt accordingly to be receptive of new computational tools. As a result, guidelines will
allow for an increase in the use of computational tools in routine clinical cardiology. Two
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professors at the University of Texas at Austin famously state that engineering methods are the
future of medicine and that the noninvasive nature of computational tools in medicine has been
very effective in bettering patient outcomes (T. Hughes & Taylor, 2015).
The sociotechnical analysis from ANT and technological momentum shaped four main
integration guidelines that are key to increase the use of computational tools in cardiac care. First,
R&D networks must create teams to constantly educate cardiologists and cardiac department
administrators on the new cardiac computational tools being developed. The increased education
from the teams will increase physician preference for new computational tools in development.
The education will also reduce physician reactive posture since both the cardiologists and the
hospital administration become well versed on the new computational tools. The guideline
increases the strength of technological momentum since R&D networks strengthen their
relationship with the hospital networks. Thus, there is expected to be more efficient social and
technological determinism between the hospital and R&D networks.
Secondly, engineers must keep in mind software and hardware infrastructure challenges
hospitals face. Hospitals do not always have the necessary infrastructure to keep up with modern
computational advancements. R&D networks should also develop clear reports of what
infrastructure is needed for their computational tools to succeed in clinical cardiac settings. In
addition, engineers must understand that hospitals have limited budgets and should consequently
prioritize cost-effectiveness of their tools. Lower cost products can result in the opportunity for
engineers to sell their computational tools to a wider array of hospitals.
Thirdly, hospitals must modify their capital-budget to include a subscription-based budget
for perpetual software. A subscription-based budget, originally suggested by Haas et al., reduces
stress from the capital-budget and is better suited for perpetual software since the software is
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frequently updated. The computational tools in the clinic must be frequently optimized to ensure
best patient outcomes. In addition to the subscription-based budget, hospital board members must
advocate for greater government funding to back new computational tools in cardiology. The
federal-budget backing will encourage cardiology departments to increase the use of new
computational tools since they can afford them more easily.
Lastly, engineers must consider cardiologist-nurse dynamics present in the hospital. The
CIS case study analysis through the lens of technological momentum highlights that technology
can interfere with social dynamics present within service provider actors of the hospitals.
Preserving these social relations is vital to ensure that a computational tool is not kicked out clinical
cardiology due to integration flaws. Thus, engineers must develop clear guidelines for how nurses
and cardiologists can both benefit from new computational tools.

Conclusion
The use of ANT and technological momentum helped dissect and solve integration flaws
present with new computational tools in routine clinical cardiology. The results highlight that
computational tools in cardiology are advancing quickly and are vital to improving patient
outcomes. However, without proper implementation of these novel computational tools in
hospitals, the tools will have trouble succeeding as seen in the Lapointe and Rivard case study.
Integration guidelines must address software and hardware infrastructure issues, implementation
barriers such as hospital finances, physician preference issues, and social dynamics within the
service provider group. The thesis suggests the following guidelines to increase the use of
computational tools in clinical cardiology: R&D networks must allocate resources to educate
cardiologists about new computational tools, engineers must design computational tools
compatible with modern day software and hardware infrastructure in hospitals, hospitals must
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implement a subscription-based budget, and most importantly, engineers must consider how
computational tools may disrupt social dynamics between cardiologists and nurses. The guidelines
proposed are ultimately targeted at improving patient outcomes in routine clinical cardiology. It is
important to note that the guidelines produced are only suggestions hypothesized to increase the
use of computational tools in clinical cardiology based on documentary research and network
analysis. Real world trials of these guidelines in the R&D and hospital networks are vital to further
develop a detailed list of guidelines for engineers, cardiologists, and hospital administration to
abide by. Engineers and cardiologists have an ethical and social obligation to prioritize patient
outcomes, and guidelines to best increase the use of routine clinical computational tools have the
power to positively affect patient outcomes.
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